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A bunch of friendly vegetables wear colorful underwear of all varietiesâ€”big, small, clean, dirty,

serious, and funnyâ€”demonstrating for young ones the silliness and necessity of this item of

clothing. The unexpectedness of vegetables in their unmentionables is enough to draw giggles, but

the pride with which the â€œbig kidâ€• attire is flaunted in front of the baby carrots in diapers will

tickle readers of all ages. With rhyming text that begs to be chanted aloud and art that looks good

enough to eat, this vibrant story will encourage preschoolers to celebrate having left those diapers

behind!
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What item of clothing is more fascinating to a potty-training-aged fashionista than underwear? And

what food is more on the minds of the fashionistaâ€™s care-givers than vegetables? Chapman

gives a nod to both by dressing a garden of vegetables in underwear of all kinds and colors and

sizes and parading them across the pages of this funny, wacky picture book. The result is a joyous

celebration of skivvies! The syllogistic reasoning (underwear is hip, vegetables are wearing

underwear, therefore vegetables are hip) is irrefutable; the message (everyone wears underwear

except babiesâ€¦â€•Sorry babies!â€•) is oh so clear; and after underwear has become part of the

young fashionistaâ€™s daily routine, the book will undoubtedly be read and re-read as a way of

rejoicing in the achievement.



This book is adorable. We already owned "Veggies with Wedgies" and wanted this too. My 6 year

old son was able to read this whole book to me, and he just got out of kindergarten, so the book is

great for new readers. The words rhyme, are funny, and the pictures in this book are adorable. The

tiny pea wearing tiny underwear will make you smile. A great book about all the types of

underwear...clean, dirty, big, little, etc.

A very cute book for young children. We initially read it at the library and my girls were so sad to

return it, I had to purchase it. My two year old and 4 year old love this book and can recite it by

memory. They especially love the potato with his too small underwear.

This is a very cute book that helps kids want to wear underpants instead of diapers. I bought this for

my two year-old grandson and I think it will become a staple in the arsenal in getting him ready to

potty train (along with "Everybody Poops".

Super cute. I bought it for my baby niece, but we couldn't wrap it up and give it to her until my 5 year

old read it a couple times. He thought it was super cute. It has very few words (not really a story

book).

Everybody wears underwear! Includingâ€¦ vegetables? Yes, even vegetables need undies in this

cute childrenâ€™s picture book written and illustrated by Jared Chapman. "Vegetables in

Underwear" shows all manner of vegetables, from broccoli to potatoes, from corn to beets, each

one sporting their own individual pair of underpants. Big or small, old or new, even a different pair

for every day of the week! Everybody wears underwear (except for babies, who only wear diapersâ€¦

sorry babies!), and young readers, whether in undies themselves already or starting to work toward

them, will adore this cute and clever book. The pictures are strangely adorable (because who knew

a turnip in â€œfunnyâ€• underwear could be so lovable?) and parents will no doubt take delight in the

wide variety of produce featured in these pages. There may not be much of a story to be found

here, but this picture book will no doubt be a huge success with the little ones in your life

anyway.Originally written for San Francisco Book Review.

SUMMARY: This book introduces little ones to the wonderful concept of underwear. It shows how

much fun underwear can be as well as some of the problems we might face with underwear (such



as a pair being too small). But most important of all, This book teaches us that underwear is not for

babies!ILLUSTRATIONS: The illustrations appear to be digitally rendered. They are simple for the

younger viewers, full of fun, color and humor. My favorite illustrations were of the underwear that

was too big for the radish and too small for the potato. The poor potato has some serious amount of

bum sticking out!THE GOOD: First, I must start by saying that the book confused me at first. I

thought this was going to be a book about vegetables using underwear as the catalyst (the end

papers have a visual of each vegetable labeled with its name; onion, broccoli, etc.) when this is

actually a book about underwear using vegetables as a catalyst. Once I figured out the purpose of

the book, I saw how completely adorable it is. And what better way is there to introduce little ones to

the concept of wearing underwear than to use cute vegetables? The book discusses many different

concepts of underwear from the names we call them by to the difference between boys' and girls'

underpants. And the best part is "Babies don't wear underwear...Sorry, babies."THE NOT AS

GOOD: This is nit picky, but when writing a book for children as young as 2, I really don't like to see

the use of contractions such as "There's big underwear..." and "There's underwear for Monday..."

There was plenty of room for the "is."AGE RECOMMENDATION: AGES 2-5

How cute is this book! It is a great favorite of our folks and of me especially. I love the illustrations

and this is just a fun book to read to little people. You will get a whole lot of giggles when you have a

youthful audience. Every preschool and kindergarten should have a copy of this book to share with

the students. They will love it. I know that I do.
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